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The Subtractive Method (SM) Brain images of cognitive processes are often derived by subtracting activation produced by a control task from activation produced by an experimental task (Cabeza & Nyberg, 1997) . If the two tasks differ only for the processing stage(s) of interest, differences in activation can be attributed to such stage(s).
1 SM (Donders, 1868 (Donders, /1969 ) is used in mental chronometry to estimate duration of cognitive stages (Chase, 1978) . SM assumes all processes do not change except for those manipulated in the stage(s) under investigation. However, there are problems that severely limit the use of SM with either behavioral (Chase, 1978) or brain activation (Friston et al., 1996; Poeppel, 1996) measures.
The fallacy of pure insertion. Based on SM, if there is an experimental task containing a process that comprises several stages, it is possible to devise a control task containing a process that is identical, except for the absence of the stage(s) of interest. The fallacy consists in thinking that one can insert or delete a stage without altering the other stages.
One can insert or delete a stage without affecting the whole process only if stages are additive. Assuming that behavioral additivity does hold, which seldom happens, there is an even harder problem: Functional additivity at the behavioral level does not imply neural additivity (Friston et al., 1996) .
The fallacy of task analysis. SM cannot be applied without a detailed and empirically proven theory of the processes and stages involved in the two tasks (task analysis). In brain imaging, very often the subtraction is applied to tasks whose components are inferred on merely intuitive grounds. The crucial flaw is that the control task is different from the experimental task. Thus, there is no guarantee that they differ solely for the relevant components.
